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FEELING ACTIVITIES 
  
THE FEELING SQUIBBLES GAME 
 

Tell participants that you're going to have them play a feeling game: 
 
Have them take an 8-1/2 x 11 piece of paper and fold it into fours (half and then half 
again).  Have them write angry, sad, scared, and happy at the bottom of each square 
 
Say, “You will have 20 seconds to draw feelings scribbles.  I will say start and stop.  You are to 
draw as many feeling scribbles within 20 seconds in the box marked for that feeling -- no faces or 
cartoons, only scribbles.  Use the same color marker/pencil (best to use #2 pencil), don't change 
colors.” 
 
Say, “Are you ready to begin?” 
 
Start with angry -- then sad -- then scared -- then happy.  At the end have them turn paper over 
and give them 30 seconds to draw scribbles that represent how they feel with they feel powerful. 
 
Then have them discuss what their feeling scribbles look like (sound like when doing them) 
There will be similarities (the more you do this activity the more you see them)  
Then have them look at each other’s scribbles. Also notice what lines from front show up on the 
power drawing on back. 
 
Notice kids who draw same lines for each or put angry lines where sad, etc.  
 
Angry lines are typically dark, jagged, pointy, all over the page 
 
Sad lines are typically light, wavy, tend to be at the bottom of the square 
 
Scared lines can vary from very light lines, barely seen to all different kinds of lines over the en-
tire page. 
 
Happy lines are circular, light, all over the page  
 
Check out Betty Edward's book DRAWING ON THE ARTIST WITHIN.  She spends several 
pages discussing these "analogs."  
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FEELING ACTIVITIES 
  
FEELING RESEARCH 
This is a great to use in groups ages 6 to adult.  It produces great dialog and wonderful insights. 
The goal is to have people discover a variety of perceptions and beliefs about feelings.  Using the 
form in groups can also build empathy skills.  There is no right or wrong answer to these questions.  
Have people work in groups of 2-6 members and assign a feeling to each group (angry, sad, happy, 
scared).  Give about 20 minutes for the group to answer the questions (notice which groups take 
longer; are the loudest) After time is up have the groups report the their findings. 
 

 This feeling happens when ____________________________________. 
 

 How is this feeling useful? 
 

 Do you need this feeling to survive? 
 

 Is it ok to express this feeling in a classroom? At home? In public? 
 

 Can you learn in the classroom if you are feeling this feeling? 
 

 Can a teacher teach or parent provide empathy and guidance if he or she is feeling this way? 
 

 What does this feeling…… 
Look like? 
Sound like? 
Feel like in the body? 
Smell like? 
Taste like? 
 

How do you show that you are feeling this way? 
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FEELING VOCABULARY 
 
Brainstorm other feeling words to increase feeling vocabulary.  Have the children write a list for 
themselves of all the words that come up from the brainstorm.  Include what each feeling might 
look like, smell like, taste like, move like, and feel like in their bodies.  Have them write a story 
using all the ways to express themselves. 
 
Write a letter to a feeling doll. Have a feeling doll write a letter to you. 
 
Tell or write a story about a time you felt angry, sad, scared or happy. 
 
Read a story and have one of your dolls (you make, find or purchase) talk or write about what it 
was feeling. 
 
Think about how a story character would be different if the she or he would be feeling a different 
way.  For example:  What was Goldilocks feeling when she woke up in the morning and before 
she went to the bears’ house. What if she woke up feeling so happy and rested? 
 
Write or tell a story about what the world would be like if people did not have their feelings. 
 
Make a list of all the feelings words. 
 
Write or tell a story about which one of your feeling dolls lives on the inside of you and which 
one lives on the outside of you. 
 
Write or tell a story about how you are more like one feeling than another. 
 
Complete the sentence: “If I were feeling like _________________, I would….” 
 
 
 
 
Collect cartoons from the paper that shows a feeling being expressed. 
 
Draw a picture that expresses a feeling. 
 
Do a graph that shows what you are feeling throughout the day.  Be sure to note the time of day 
when the feeling starts and ends. 
 
Go to an art gallery or look at the art around the school and notice what feelings are  
expressed in the art. 
 

 

Visit Karla McLaren’s website https://karlamclaren.com/2012/03/02/is-it-a-feeling-or-is-it
-an-emotion-revisited/ for lots of information on emotions and feelings. 
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Mixed Up Feeling Faces 
Use the feeling face images below and identify the feeling each is expressing. 
Create feeling face paper dolls from them and design the body language to express what the feeling 
is expressing. What would angry hands look like? Sad feet? A scared body? Happy breasts? 

 
Mix up the facial features and see if the mixed up face expresses a different emotion or does some-
thing just doesn’t look right about the face….or the feeling,. 
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The Artist’s Complete Guide to Facial Expressions  by Gary Faigin 

There are even more faces and lots of illustrations of feeling faces so you can see the muscles. 

Highly suggest this book be in your personal dollmaking library. 
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Highly recommend you purchase if you are going to continue making feeling dolls. 

Source: The Artist’s Complete Guide to Facial Expressions by Gary Faigin Illustrations are great! 
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To other great books on faces  
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EMOTIONAL COACHING 
 
Being an emotional coach requires that you take every emotion and expression of  
that feeling seriously.  Adults tend to discount children’s’ feelings because children 
are smaller, less relational and less experienced.  Making feeling dolls will require that 
you: have a strong awareness of  your own, as well as others, emotions; value the 
power and purpose of  feelings; be willing to model your emotions; and aren’t 
strongly compelled to fix things.  Dr. John Gottman says there is a five-step process 
of  emotional coaching: 

Become aware of  the emotion. 

Recognize the emotion as an opportunity for intimacy and teaching. 

Listen empathetically, validating the feelings. 

Help find words to label the emotion. 

Set limits while exploring strategies to solve the problem at hand. 

Dr. John Gottman’s book, The Heart of Parenting, is an excellent resource of feeling information and strategies 
about emotional coaching and emotional intelligence. 

 

WHAT EMOTIONAL SUPPORT IS 
Showing emotional support for another person consists of demonstrating the following behaviors and atti-
tudes: 
 
EMOTIONAL PRESENCE 
We communicate emotional presence by being physically close to the person(s) needing emotional support 
and by using relaxed, yet attentive, body language. 
 
SOFT EYES 
Our eyes can be hard or soft depending on our state of mind.  Soft eyes reflect a relaxed, trusting accepting 
and non-judgmental state of mind. 
 
FOCUSED ATTENTION 
We communicate focused attention by being close, making full eye contact, leaning forward and by verbally 
responding to concerns. 
 
COMPASSION 
Compassion is an attitude of concern, empathy and understanding. 
 
UNDERSTANDING THROUGH VALIDATION 
Understanding is communicated by validating the person’s feelings and experience(s), and taking an empa-
thetic attitude by making supportive statements, nodding, asking clarifying questions and saying that you 
understand. 
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SHARING PARALLEL EXPERIENCES 
Parallel experiences are the telling of similar experiences if we’ve had them. 
 
SHOWING FAITH IN THE PERSON 
Telling them that we support their right to make choices for themselves, even when we don’t un-
derstand their reasons or share their goals shows faith in a person. 
 
MIRRORING EMOTIONS 
Mirroring emotion is matching, with our voice and body language, the level of energy, enthusiasm, 
intensity, or despair (except anger) which they show while sharing their feelings with us. 
 
TAKING AN INTEREST IN THEIR LIFE 
All of the above attitudes and behaviors communicate our interest in another person’s life.  In ad-
dition, we show our interest in their life by initiating open dialog with them about their interests. 
 
 
 

WHAT EMOTIONAL SUPPORT ISN’T 
GIVING ADVICE 
We must avoid offering advice when emotional support is needed.  Advice is the last thing a per-
son who needs emotional support will listen to.  Ask them how you can be supportive.  Giving 
suggestions may be appropriate after their need for emotional support is met. 
 
DISDAIN 
When we look down on them with pity, judgment or disgust we only show our own arrogance, 
scorn and lack of sensitivity or compassion. 
 
CRITICISM 
We must avoid criticism when emotional support is needed.  Criticism tears people down.  Support 
builds people up.  Mistakes are part of the learning process that can be analyzed and/or discussed 
after the emotional situation has been worked through. 
 
FLAT AFFECT 
We must try to match the intensity of their expression with our own.  This is a powerful way to 
communicate genuine interest.  Showing no interest or no expression shows a lack of connected-
ness and a lack of concern for what the other person is experiencing or what they have experi-
enced. 
 
FAULT FINDING 
When emotional support is needed, finding fault is cruel, insensitive and disrespectful. 
 
When you or another person needs emotional support work through the emotional side of 
the issue FIRST.  Then brainstorm and offer suggestions and/or feedback.  Ask for per-
mission to contribute opinions and suggestions.  They may not always be desired. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


